Master Nanochemistry

Internship subject

Interrogating the metabolism of cell locomotion with optogenetics
Confidential subject: No
Subject open to M2: Yes

to M1: Yes

Subject adapted to LabTraining: no
Summary

The mechanobiology field has spread out remarkably over the last years, closely connected to the
development of methods to probe and quantify the forces exerted by cells and tissues at different scales. It’s
now widely recognized that cells use their ability to exert forces to take decision like choosing their direction
of motion. The purpose of this internship is to combine recent advances in the design of cell
microenvironment with optical force microscopy in order to measure how cell use biochemical energy to
transform it into active forces during motion. Practically the intern will work in a very interdisciplinary
environment and will be trained on different techniques ranging from bio-imaging, micropatterning to
optogenetics.
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Background and skills expected

A training at the interface in between physics and biology will be a great thing, but we are mostly interested
by highly motivated students that are curious and creative
Competences that will be acquired during the internship

-Microfabrication for cell biology, Optogenetics, Optical microscopy, Image analysis

Supervisor(s) : Martial Balland
Laboratory : LIPHY (Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Physics)
Team/Group : MicroTiss
Contacts - E-mail : martial.balland@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
Web-page :
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTWnSWGnMHqhb4Xm56OwkLg
This Master internship could be followed into a PhD within the same research area: Yes

